Data from 33 separate studies were combined to create an aggregate data set consisting of 16 cognitive variables and 6832 different individuals who ranged between 18 and 95 years of age. Analyses were conducted to determine where in a hierarchical structure of cognitive abilities individual differences associated with age, gender, education, and self-reported health could be localized. The results indicated that each type of individual difference characteristic exhibited a different pattern of influences within the hierarchical structure, and that aging was associated with four statistically distinct influences; negative influences on a second-order common factor and on first-order speed and memory factors, and a positive influence on a first-order vocabulary factor.
Introduction
Research spanning nearly a century has clearly established that most cognitive variables are positively related to one another. Because the correlations vary in magnitude, the variables can be organized into factors hypothesized to represent distinct cognitive abilities. However, no consensus has yet been reached regarding the precise number of separate cognitive abilities, as the number of hypothesized cognitive abilities has ranged from 5 to 40 or more (e.g., Carroll, 1993; Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen 1976; Horn, 1982 Horn, , 1988 Horn & Hofer, 1992) . There is also controversy about the nature and found to be negatively related to increased age, and it is reasonable to assume that progress in identifying causal mechanisms may be more rapid if the variables could be organized into a smaller number of groups with shared age-related influences.
Although some researchers have inferred the existence of different age-related influences on the basis of patterns of varying age relations across variables, frequently in the context of an ageÂvariable interaction in an analysis of variance, the relative magnitude of the relations of age on the variables may not be as informative for this purpose as the degree of statistical independence of those relations. That is, because the relations between age and cognitive variables can vary for a variety of reasons, such as measurement sensitivity, reliability, and dependence on age-sensitive processes (see Salthouse, 2000; Salthouse & Coon, 1994) , by itself the strength of the relations between age and different variables provides a weak basis for inferring the existence of distinct age-related influences. In contrast, reliance on procedures to assess the statistical independence of age-related effects on a variety of cognitive variables provides a more powerful, and direct, basis for inferring the operation of more than one agerelated influence.
The primary goal of the current project was to attempt to replicate and extend the results reported by Salthouse and Ferrer-Caja (2003) using a much larger sample and different combinations of variables. The model used to guide the analyses is portrayed in Fig. 1 . Notice that 16 cognitive variables are organized into five first-order factors corresponding to distinct cognitive abilities, with a second-order construct postulated to account for the variance common to the first-order abilities. Unique influences at different levels in the structure were considered simultaneously for the individual difference characteristics of age, gender, education, and self-reported health status.
Ideally, analytical models, such as that represented in Fig. 1 , would be investigated in a study with a very large sample of research participants spanning a wide age range, and with many cognitive variables representing a broad variety of cognitive abilities. However, there are obvious practical limitations of time and expense in a single study. To illustrate, reliable assessment of the 16 reference variables considered in the analyses described below requires close to three hours for each participant.
The approach employed in the current project involved aggregating data across many separate studies. The core data set was created by selecting 16 reference variables based on the criteria of moderately high loadings on the hypothesized ability constructs and inclusion in at least three separate studies. Data from 33 different studies in which independent samples of individuals performed at least two of the tasks yielding reference variables were then combined. This resulted in a 16 (variable)Â33 (study) matrix, with empty cells corresponding to variables that were not assessed in a given study. Of the 528 possible cells in the matrix, data were available in only 161 (30.5%) of them, because the number of reference variables included in a given study ranged from 2 to 15, with a median of 4. Although the aggregate data set contains a large proportion of missing data, the missing values can be assumed to be missing at random because they are attributable to the particular study in which the individual participated, and are unlikely to be related to the level of the missing variable. This property allows powerful analytical procedures to be used when dealing with the missing data.
One method of dealing with incomplete data involves the use of maximum likelihood (ML) procedures at the time of the analysis to iteratively estimate probable values for the missing data when solving for the model parameters (Arbuckle, 1996; Enders & Bandalos, 2001) . Enders (2001) described this procedure in the following manner: b. . . ML algorithms dborrowT information from other variables during the estimation of parameters that involve missing values by incorporating information from the conditional distribution of the missing data given the observed dataQ (p. 131). ML procedures are efficient, and are easy to implement in available computer programs, such as AMOS (Arbuckle, 2003) and Mx (Neale, 2002) . The primary disadvantage is that the programs do not provide conventional fit statistics for the models when the proportion of missing data is moderately large, as is the case in the analyses reported here.
An alternative method of dealing with incomplete data is to use an imputation process to replace all missing values with plausible estimates. Several imputation techniques are available (e.g., Schafer & Graham, 2002; Sinharay, Stern, & Russell, 2001) , but there appears to be a consensus that the best in Fig. 1 . Illustration of a hierarchical organization of cognitive variables and four individual difference variables that could exert their influences either at the level of first-order constructs or on the second-order construct in the structure. Salthouse (1993a Salthouse ( , 1993b Salthouse ( , 1993c Synonym vocabulary Select the best synonym of the target word Salthouse (1993a Salthouse ( , 1993b Salthouse ( , 1993c Reasoning Ravens Determine which pattern best completes the missing cell in a matrix Raven (1962) Shipley abstraction Determine the words or numbers that are the best continuation of a sequence Zachary (1986) Letter sets Identify which of five groups of letters is different from the others Ekstrom et al. (1976) Spatial visualization Spatial relations Determine the correspondence between a 3-D figure and alternative 2-D figures Bennett, Seashore and Wesman (1997) Paper folding Determine the pattern of holes that would result from a sequence of folds and a punch through folded paper Ekstrom et al. (1976) Form boards Determine which combinations of shapes are needed to fill a larger shape Ekstrom et al. (1976) Episodic memory Logical memory Number of idea units recalled across three stories Wechsler (1997b) Free recall Number of words recalled across trials 1 to 4 of a word list Wechsler (1997b) Paired associates Number of response terms recalled when presented with a stimulus term Salthouse, Fristoe and Rhee (1996a) , Salthouse, Hambrick, Lukas and Dell (1996b) , Salthouse, Hancock, Meinz and Hambrick (1996c) Speed Digit symbol Use a code table to write the correct symbol below each digit Wechsler (1997a) Letter comparison Same/different comparison of pairs of letter strings Salthouse and Babcock (1991) Pattern comparison Same/different comparison of pairs of line patterns Salthouse and Babcock (1991) terms of accurately reproducing important characteristics of the parent population is a stochastic regression imputation in which the estimated values are obtained from a regression-based procedure that contains a stochastic or random residual term to better approximate the actual variance. The uncertainty introduced by the stochastic component can then be incorporated in the parameter estimates by generating m plausible values for each missing value, and analyzing these m data sets separately, with the values from the individual data sets combined and reported in terms of both the mean and standard error of each parameter (e.g., Schafer & Graham, 2002; Sinharay et al., 2001) . Unfortunately, the average results across the m analyses can be misleading when a large number of parameters are simultaneously estimated from the same analysis because the values of different parameters may partially offset one another, and yet this dependency is ignored when the parameters are considered separately. In light of this interpretation difficulty, only results from ML procedures applied 1990 1990 1991 1992 1992 1993 1993 1994 1994 1994 1994 1995 1995 1995 1996 1996 Sample to the model in Fig. 1 are reported in detail here, but it should be noted that very similar results were obtained when multiple imputation procedures were used to deal with the incomplete data.
Method
The analyses were based on data combined across 33 studies conducted by Salthouse et al. which involved a total of 6832 different individuals. These include the three studies analyzed by Salthouse and Ferrer-Caja (2003) , as well as another 30 studies. All of the studies were similar in that the participants in a given study were administered the tasks in the same order, and the samples consisted of adults whose ages ranged continuously between 18 and 95. Studies with only two extreme age groups (e.g., young and 1996 1996 1997 1998 1998 1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 2000 2001 2001 2001 2003 old adults) and those in which the young adults were primarily college students were excluded to avoid inflating the estimates of the age relations due to elimination of the variance associated with middle-aged adults, and to minimize confounding age with student status. Only a subset of the 16 reference variables were included in any given study, but each study contained at least two of the reference variables, in addition to information about the age, gender, years of education, and self-rated health (on a scale ranging from 1 for excellent to 5 for poor) of the participants. Furthermore, each reference variable was assessed in at least three studies with different combinations of other variables.
The reference variables included in the analyses are briefly described in Table 1 , with more details provided in the reports of the original studies. Reliabilities of the variables were reported in many of the original articles, and were generally above .7. Table 2 summarizes the sources of the primary data with the reference variables available in each study, the year of publication of the study, and the sample size for the study. For most of the studies, the data were collected between one and two years prior to the year of publication.
Some conversion was necessary to express variables from different studies in the same scale. For example, the Digit Symbol test in the WAIS-R (Wechsler, 1981 ) used a 90-s time limit, but in the WAIS III (Wechsler, 1997a) , the time limit was changed to 120 s. The WAIS-R scores were therefore converted to a 120-s time by dividing them by 90 and multiplying that value by 120. There was also some variation in the manner in which the free recall task was administered, as the studies differed in the numbers of lists of words that were presented (i.e., ranging from two to five), and in the number of words per list (i.e., ranging from 10 to 15). All of the recall scores were therefore expressed as proportions of the maximum possible to convert them to a similar scale. The converted measures may not be exactly comparable to one another, but it is assumed that they have a very similar relation to the relevant ability, and because there was nearly a rectangular distribution (i.e., equal numbers at each age) of ages in each sample, the age relations on the variable are unlikely to be distorted by slight differences in the nature of the assessment across studies.
The representativeness of the aggregate sample can be evaluated by comparing the scores of these participants with the scores from a normative sample explicitly selected to be representative of the U.S. population. That is, the sample used to create norms for the WAIS III (Wechsler, 1997a ) was matched to the U.S. population on many demographic variables, including gender, ethnicity, years of education, and region of residence in the country. Fig. 2 portrays age relations for the Vocabulary and Digit Symbol variables in the aggregate data, and in the normative WAIS III sample. It is apparent that participants in this data set performed at a higher average level than the participants in the normative sample, but that the age relations for both variables were similar in this data set and in the normative sample.
The data were collected between 1988 and 2003, and therefore it is possible that they were susceptible to historical or time-lag effects (i.e., the bFlynn EffectQ, cf. Neisser, 1998) . This possibility was examined by investigating the relation between the mean score on a variable and the study number (as the studies were numbered in chronological order), after controlling for influences of age, gender, years of education, and self-rated health. These analyses were conducted on two vocabulary variables that were available in 18 studies, and on two perceptual speed variables that were available in 30 studies. The semipartial correlations between study number and mean score were .06 for the Synonym Vocabulary variable, .08 for the Antonym Vocabulary variable, .04 for the Pattern Comparison variable, and À.10 for the Letter Comparison variable. All of the correlations were significantly ( pb.01) different from zero, but they were small in magnitude, and one was negative, indicating somewhat better performance among earlier-tested participants. In light of these small and inconsistent effects, time-lag influences were ignored in subsequent analyses.
Finally, it is important to recognize several advantages of this aggregate data set compared to the data available from a single study. First, the sample is obviously much larger than that from any individual study, with up to 6832 participants instead of a median of 207. Second, the data set includes the complete set of 16 variables, instead of an average of only 4, which is the median number of reference variables in a study. And third, participants in the aggregate data are more diverse than those from any single sample because the samples in each study were obtained from different sources and varied in a number of characteristics. To illustrate, across studies, the average years of education of the participants ranged from 13.5 to 17.0, the average Synonym Vocabulary score ranged from 4.5 to 9.0, and the average Raven's score ranged from 5.4 to 8.3.
Results
Means and standard deviations for the reference cognitive variables, proportions of variance associated with linear, quadratic, and cubic age trends, and standardized factor loadings from a confirmatory factor analysis with five correlated first-order factors are summarized in Table 3 . It can be seen that the sample sizes for the variables ranged from 797 to 6085. The proportions of age-associated variance were determined by first centering the age variable, and then entering the age, age 2 , and age 3 terms as successive predictors in a hierarchial regression equation. For all except the vocabulary variables the age relations were primarily linear, as the median proportion of age-related variance was .131 for the linear trend, .010 for the quadratic trend, and .002 for the cubic trend. Because the non-linear relations were small relative to the linear relations, they were ignored in all subsequent analyses. Statistics indicating the fit of the model to the data are not available when the amount of missing data in the analysis is large because the fit statistics are based on a comparison of observed and predicted values and the distinction between observed and predicted is blurred when maximum likelihood estimation analyses are used to deal with the missing data. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the standardized factor loadings were all quite high, with a range from .72 to .91 and a median of .81, which indicates that more than 50% of the variance in each variable was associated with the respective ability construct. Table 4 contains correlations among the latent constructs from the confirmatory factor analysis, and the correlations between age and each construct obtained from a separate analysis in which age was added to the model. The table also contains three other estimates of the relations among the abilities, and of the relations between age and the abilities. The column labeled bMult. Imput.Q contains averages of the estimates across five imputed data sets in which missing values for the 16 reference variables were predicted from the values of the other reference variables and from values of age, gender, education, and health. The weighted averages of the construct relations across studies were obtained from the values reported in Salthouse (in press(a)), and the meta-analysis estimates based on individual variables were obtained from the values reported by Verhaeghen and Salthouse (1997) .
Because single variables contain more measurement error than latent constructs that represent the systematic variance shared across multiple variables, it is not surprising that the meta-analytic estimates of the correlations between individual variables are somewhat smaller than the correlations press(a)), and are the averages adjusted for sample size of the correlations between latent constructs across separate studies. Entries in the bMeta-analysisQ column are from Verhaeghen and Salthouse (1997) and are estimates derived from meta-analyses of the correlations between individual variables. The age-construct correlations in the current data were obtained from a separate analysis in which age was added to a model in which the factors were allowed to correlate with one another.
between latent constructs. Although there is some variation among the other estimates, the important point is that each type of data revealed a generally similar pattern in which the different cognitive abilities were all moderately correlated with one another, reasoning variables had the strongest correlations with other variables, and speed variables had the strongest relations with age. At least some of the relations among cognitive ability constructs could be attributable to the relations of the constructs to individual difference variables, such as age, gender, education, and health. This possibility was investigated by statistically removing the variance associated with these demographic variables before computing the correlations among the cognitive abilities. In addition, correlations among the cognitive abilities were computed separately for the 3494 individuals between 18 and 49 years of age, and for the 3338 individuals between 50 and 95 years of age. The values from these analyses are presented in Table 5 , where it can be seen that they were all fairly similar to the values in Table 4 . The only systematic differences between the correlations based on the aggregate data in Table 4 and the correlations in Table 5 are that the correlations involving vocabulary ability were larger in the analyses reported in Table 5 , whereas correlations involving other combinations of abilities were smaller.
In order to illustrate age trends on the five ability constructs, each of the 16 reference variables was converted to a z-score and plotted as a function of age in Fig. 3 . There are five panels in the figure, with each panel portraying variables representing a different cognitive ability construct. The linear slopes for the variables, in units of standard deviations per year, ranged from À.01 to À.03, which corresponds to a difference across 50 years of between 0.50 and 1.50 standard deviations.
Two points should be noted regarding the results in Fig. 3 . First, the age trends for the different variables in each panel are quite similar, despite being based on different combinations of individuals. And second, four of the five abilities have similar, and primarily linear, age trends. Vocabulary ability is the only exception because the mean scores on these variables increased until about age 50 or 60, and then decreased.
The results summarized in Tables 4 and 5 indicate that the correlations among the first-order cognitive abilities are moderately large, and are not induced by relations with age or other individual difference variables. Because the simplest structure to account for correlations among first-order factors involves a single second-order factor, subsequent analyses focused on the model represented in Fig. 1 . However, before applying the model portrayed in Fig. 1 to the aggregate data, it was important to determine whether the variables represent the same constructs in different groups. That is, quantitative comparisons are not meaningful if variables differ qualitatively in what they represent. Measurement equivalence was therefore examined across groups divided in terms of age (i.e., 18-49 vs. 50-95), gender (i.e., males vs. females), education (i.e., less than 15 vs. 15 or more years of formal education), and self-rated health status (i.e., excellent or very good vs. good to poor). The analytical procedure consisted of determining whether the fit of the model to the data for two groups was significantly reduced when a parameter (in its unstandardized form) was constrained to be equal in the two groups. Only the coefficients relating constructs to variables were examined in these analyses because the primary interest was in determining whether the variables had the same meaning in different groups.
Because of the large sample sizes, several of the coefficients differed significantly between groups. However, all of the standardized coefficients were very similar in magnitude. To illustrate, individuals under and over the age of 50 differed significantly in the loadings of six variables on their respective constructs, but the standardized coefficients for the young and old groups were, respectively, .88 and .92 for Antonym Vocabulary, .90 and .88 for Synonym Vocabulary, .87 and .85 for WAIS Vocabulary, .83 and .88 for Shipley Abstraction, .80 and .79 for Letter Sets, and .76 and .78 for Pattern Comparison. The only significant difference in the male-female contrast was in the loading of Antonym Vocabulary on the vocabulary construct (i.e., standardized coefficients of .92 for males and .90 for females), and the only significant difference in the education contrast was a stronger relation of Paper Folding to the spatial visualization construct in the lower education group (i.e., standardized coefficients of .86 and .78, for the low-and high-education groups, respectively). None of the variable-construct relations differed significantly between the high and low self-rated health groups. This pattern of results indicates that the variables were related to the same ability constructs in each group, and thus exhibited configural invariance, and that the magnitudes of these relations were also fairly similar, implying that the groups generally exhibited metric invariance. It was therefore considered reasonable to treat the variables as representing the same constructs to nearly the same degree across the various individual difference categories.
The next set of analyses included age, gender, education, and self-rated health as exogenous influences on the hierarchical structure, with the goal of determining the levels in the structure at which these influences operate. Because some of the correlations among the individual difference variables were significantly different from zero, all of the individual difference variables were considered simultaneously to control the effects of the other variables when examining effects of a given variable. The second-order factor largely overlapped with the first-order reasoning factor (i.e., standardized coefficient of .97), and thus the effects of the individual difference variables were examined only on the other first-order factors and on the second-order factor.
Standardized coefficients for both the direct and the total effects of each individual difference variable obtained from this analysis are presented in Table 6 . The direct effects are of greatest interest because they represent influences that are statistically independent of effects through other factors in the model. It can be seen that there was a strong negative direct relation of age on the second-order factor and on the first-order memory and speed factors, and a large positive direct relation on the first-order vocabulary factor. Females were significantly higher than males on the first-order memory and speed factors, but were lower than males on the first-order space factor. Individuals with more education had significantly higher values on the second-order factor and on the first-order vocabulary, speed, and memory factors. Finally, individuals with poorer self-rated health had slightly lower values than individuals with better self-rated health on the second-order factor, and on the first-order vocabulary, memory, and speed factors.
3
The results just described suggest that the structure portrayed in Fig. 1 , together with the parameters summarized in Tables 3-6 , is robust, and appears to provide a good representation of the age-related effects on a limited set of cognitive abilities. 4 The fact that the age related effects in the structure are distinct from the patterns apparent with other individual difference characteristics also suggests that the analytical methods are sensitive in the sense that influences associated with different types of individual differences can be distinguished. Age is scaled in years, gender is coded 0 for male and 1 for female, education is the number of years of formal education completed, and health was a self-rating on a scale from 1 for excellent to 5 for poor. * pb.01.
Discussion
Both methodological and substantive issues were addressed in this study. The primary methodological contribution is the demonstration of the usefulness of combining data across separate studies and conducting analyses on the aggregate data. The aggregation procedure capitalizes on the overlap of variables in different samples to allow data from different samples to be treated as a single large data set. The ability to aggregate data across studies is valuable because all studies can be considered to be incomplete in some respects, even those with no missing data. That is, because it is not possible to include all potentially relevant constructs in a single study, constructs that are not assessed can be considered to be missing from the perspective of what could have been included. Furthermore, the constructs that are included are necessarily assessed with only a limited set of the variables that could have been used to represent the constructs. Although an aggregate data set created in this manner will often contain a great deal of missing data, this is not necessarily a problem because recent analytical methods take advantage of all of the available information at the time of analysis. Furthermore, aggregation of data has the advantage of creating a larger and more diverse sample than is feasible from any single study, and may facilitate cumulative progress by explicitly incorporating earlier data in the analysis of new data. An interesting feature of conducting analyses on data aggregated across multiple studies is that participants continue to contribute information beyond the specific study in which they participated. That is, because each participants' data are used to strengthen estimates of relations among variables in analyses involving data from later studies, participants in this type of cumulative data set can be considered to be contributing continuously, and in that respect, their data may be somewhat analogous to a gift that keeps on giving.
Integrative procedures similar to those used here might eventually be extended to allow data to be combined from different laboratories to obtain even more diverse samples of participants, and a broader range of variables, including noncognitive variables. As long as there is some overlap among the variables, and the samples of participants are similar in relevant characteristics, it should be possible to link the data to expand the scope of questions that can be asked, and the power with which they can be investigated.
The major substantive contribution of the project is the replication and extension of the findings of Salthouse and Ferrer-Caja (2003) in a data set with a much larger sample and a different combination of variables. Three sets of results are particularly noteworthy. First, as expected, different cognitive variables were found to be moderately correlated with one another, and hence could be organized into a structure. Second, when the variables were organized into a hierarchical structure, most of the negative age-related effects were found to operate at the level of the first-order speed and memory constructs, and at the level of the second-order construct representing what is common across different cognitive abilities, with other individual difference characteristics having somewhat different patterns of influences. And third, the earlier results were extended by the finding that when vocabulary variables are included in the analysis, they can be incorporated into the hierarchical structure, but they have a strong positive age-related influence in addition to the negative influence through the second-order common factor.
As found in other analyses (e.g., Salthouse in press(b); Salthouse & Ferrer-Caja, 2003) , the first-order reasoning factor had a very high loading on the second-order factor (i.e., .97). This was even true when different reasoning variables were used as indicators of the first-order reasoning factor because there was no overlap of the reasoning variables in Data Sets B and C in Salthouse and Ferrer-Caja, but the standardized loadings on the second-order factor were .99 and 1.0, respectively. Carroll (1993) and Horn (1988) also noted that reasoning measures had high loadings on the highest-order factors in their analyses, and thus it appears that there is something special about reasoning variables with respect to individual differences across different aspects of cognitive functioning. Unfortunately, the nature of this special characteristic is not yet obvious. There have been many speculations about the role of hypothetical components, such as relation identification, rule application, goal management, and beduction of relations and correlatesQ (Spearman, 1927) , but little empirical evidence is available to establish that these components are actually involved in different types of reasoning tests, and there are apparently no explanations of why they would be important in other cognitive abilities.
The hierarchical model in Fig. 1 is extremely simple compared to models proposed by Carroll (1993, p. 626) and Horn (1982, p. 851) . However, it has the advantage that it can be empirically investigated with a relatively small number of variables, and it is not clear how many variables (and research participants) would be needed to provide a rigorous test of models that are considerably more complex. Regardless of the form of the hierarchical model, however, the operation of higher-level factors can be postulated to exist whenever there are moderate correlations among the lower-order factors, as is clearly the case in Tables 4 and 5 .
It should be noted that acceptance of a hierarchical structure with a single factor at the top does not imply that individuals or groups can be characterized by one number that represents the magnitude of the highest-order factor. Instead, the results in Table 6 indicate that different types of individual differences are associated with influences at various levels in the hierarchy. The issue of the structure used to organize cognitive variables is therefore at least partially independent of the issue of the pattern of individual differences operating on that structure.
The analyses reported here did not include a direct examination of effects associated with age, gender, education, or health on individual variables, but they can be expected to exist whenever there is a discrepancy between the correlations predicted from the other relations in the model and the observed correlations. However, influences on individual variables are likely to vary depending on the other variables used to assess the first-order constructs (cf. Salthouse & Ferrer-Caja, 2003) , and thus they may not be as stable as influences operating at the level of constructs that represent variance shared among two or more variables or constructs. Furthermore, variable-specific effects are likely to be difficult to interpret until the variable can be grouped with other variables that share the same critical property, such that the basis for the unique effects can be determined.
Although the aggregate data set examined here is probably more comprehensive than many other data sets, the representation of variables was still limited, and thus, definitive conclusions are not yet possible regarding the number of statistically distinct age-related influences that could be operating across a diverse set of cognitive variables. However, the results of these analyses suggest that, at least in healthy adults between about 18 and 90 years of age, separate negative age-related effects operate on the second-order common factor and on the first-order speed and memory factors, and that a positive age-related influence operates on the first-order vocabulary factor. Additional agerelated effects might be found with a broader range of variables and more complex organizational structures, and the influences that have been identified will likely be refined in future analyses, but the available results suggest that in order to account for age-related effects across a wide variety of cognitive variables, at least three negative influences and one positive influence will need to be explained. Note that it is not simply the fact that these four influences can account for a large proportion of the age-related influences on 16 variables representing different types of cognitive abilities that is interesting, but rather the nature of those influences.
A valuable next step is to try to link the statistically distinct age-related influences that have been identified to neurobiological substrates. Attempting to establish this type of linkage does not imply that the influences are necessarily caused by neurobiological factors, but merely assumes that regardless of their ultimate cause, all influences must have a neurobiological representation. Furthermore, to the extent that neurobiological substrates were found to be differentially associated with the statistically distinct influences, it would enhance the validity of the proposed classification of influences.
Among the hypotheses that could be proposed to account for the statistically distinct age-related influences identified in these analyses are the following. First, the effect on the second-order common factor may be attributable to activity within the prefrontal cortex, possibly modulated by the level of a neurotransmitter, such as dopamine (e.g., Braver et al., 2001; Li, 2002) . Second, the effect on the firstorder memory factor might reflect functioning of the hippocampus and medial temporal lobe (e.g., Eustache et al., 1995; Golumb et al., 1994) . Third, the effects on the first-order speed factor may be at least partially attributable to age-related degeneration of myelin (e.g., Bartzokis, 2004; Greenwood, 2000) that could impair the effectiveness of communication across different brain regions. And finally, the positive age-related influence on the vocabulary factor can be hypothesized to reflect increases with age in experience and opportunities for acquiring knowledge.
Although these speculations seem plausible, it could be difficult to establish their validity. For example, it may not be feasible to intervene to change the level of these neurobiological factors, and even if it were possible, one might need to wait decades to determine effects of the intervention on the rate of cognitive aging as opposed to the immediate level of cognitive functioning. A more practical approach may be to investigate hypothesized neurobiological linkages with correlational procedures. That is, correlations can be used to examine the expectations that neurobiological markers are negatively related to age and positively related to measures of cognitive functioning, and that when the neurobiological marker is statistically controlled, the age relations on the measure of cognitive functioning are reduced. Because of the correlational nature of the research, this pattern of outcomes would not confirm the hypothesized linkage. Nevertheless, failure to find a pattern such as this would be inconsistent with the involvement of the hypothesized neurobiological mechanism, and thus would be relevant to the validity of the causal hypothesis. The challenge in pursuing research attempting to link neurobiology to cognition will likely be obtaining reliable in vivo markers of the proposed neurobiological mechanisms in moderately large samples of adults across a wide age range. However, the key point from the current analyses is that integrative research of this type will likely be more productive when the interrelations of the cognitive variables are recognized, and the linkage analyses are conducted on empirically determined groupings of cognitive variables instead of on individual variables.
Several limitations of the current project should be acknowledged. First, despite aggregation of data across multiple studies, the analyses were still based on a relatively small set of reference abilities and indicator variables. It would clearly be desirable in the future to examine a wider variety of variables to determine whether the major conclusions would hold with a greater number of cognitive ability constructs, broader coverage of what the constructs represent, and alternative organizational structures.
Second, most of the research participants were from the higher end of the distribution of cognitive ability, and there is evidence that relations among cognitive variables vary as a function of level of ability (e.g., Detterman & Daniel, 1989) . It would therefore be valuable to extend these types of analyses to a more diverse sample with a larger proportion of individuals from the lower regions of the ability distribution.
And third, all of the data were cross-sectional, and were based on comparisons across different people at nearly the same point in time. Data of this type are very useful for specifying the precise nature of differences in cognitive functioning associated with between-person characteristics, such as age, gender, amount of education, and health status. However, one should not infer that a similar pattern would necessarily be apparent in analyses of the changes in the scores that might be observed if the people were to change their age, gender, level of education, or health.
In summary, analyses conducted on data aggregated across 33 separate studies suggest that individual differences associated with age, gender, health, and education have different manifestations in a hierarchical structure of cognitive abilities. The statistically distinct influences identified from these analyses may therefore serve to focus future explanatory research, and to function as a meaningful level of representation in attempting to establish linkages between cognition and neurobiology.
